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middle
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Louiseville,

of

a

ranked

14th nationally will present the
2 Hoyas with some of their stiffest
gi mpetition to date.
The CardiTals enter the tournament sporting
ul 121-5 record.

J Only last Monday, the high fly{

§ ne Cardinals downed the mighty
| Seton Hall quintet in their second
‘meeting of the season. They have

iso beaten Purdue, Temple, Mar-

IG

Tri

43|'43

Trip Slated

in

NCAA Finals
Final

Hoyas in NCAA

leal

it post Georgetown’s H oy as will | winner of the Georgetown Louisest 2 ice the rampaging Cardinals ville contest. The Cardinals have
i pa iom Louisville, Kentucky, in also been downed by Seton Hall
Wy
the opening round
of the once, Eastern Kentucky, Xavier

*

D. C.

i ette, Miami of Florida, Loyola
}% Chicago, Bradley and Xavier.
‘The only common opponent with

lle

Hoyas

was

Temple,

whom

Louisville finally measured
in a
fouble overtime, 85-77 in Philadelphia.

N.W. I The minions of Coach Bernard
flichman have fallen before Man@Btattan, the fourth seeded team in
ie N.I.T.

and

which

will play

the

(defeats which they
and Notre Dame.

later avenged)

The Louisville contingent has already
downed
Georgetown
this
year.
But this was Georgetown,
Kentucky, a local rival. The Cardinals are undoubtedly looking for
a much tougher Georgetown this
Saturday night at the Garden.
The Blue Grass quintet is sparked by high scoring Phil Rollins,
scrappy back court wizzard
and
towering Al Russak, the rebound
artist. The Cardinals have a high
scoring, fast breaking agregation
and are ranked 21st nationally in
team offense with a 79 point per
game average. Louisville ranks directly behind Georgetown in national ranking of free throw percentages.
In this all important
phase
which
could
well
decide
Saturday’s
encounter
the
Hoyas
have 69% to Louisville’s 68%.

Final

arrangemnts

for

a

It was

ten years

ago

this

mass student pilgrimage to
New York this weekend for
the N.I.T. tournament were
completed earlier this week.

year that the
Georgetown
basketeers 1a st captured a
bid to a major post season
tournament. In 1943, Mahn-

The first section of “The Hoya Express” will chug out of Union Station
about
7:00
P.M.
tomorrow
night arriving in Jersey City via
the B.O. tracks. A bus will meet
the train there and take off for
New York immediately. The second section, will leave Saturday
noon with the band and all the
late Hoya rooters. The same arrangement will be ordered for both

ken, Reilly & Co. stormed into the
N.C.A.A. in New York and reached
the final round, only to go down
under the mighty Wyoming quintet.

trains.

Tickets for the special train went
on sale yesterday. Round trip fare
is $13.00. In addition, special arrangements have been made with
the Roosevelt Hotel for double and
triple
rooms
at special
student
rates.
There will be no holiday Monday
therefore, the return trip will be
made

Sunday

night

arriving

in

Washington about 11:00 P.M.
According to the poll taken earlier this week, approximately 400

Georgetown
did, however,
roll
over N.Y.U. and Depaul in the first
rounds of the tourney. It was then
that
“Mr.
Basketball”
himself,
George
Mikan
was
playing
for
Depaul.
Wyoming,
sparked
by
Kenny
Sailors proved too much for the
men of Elmer Ripley in ’43 and
edged them out to capture the tournament crown. Shortly after the
defeat, however, Georgetown met
Toledo, losers in the N.L.T. finals,
in a consolation game. The Hoyas
came

out on

top

in that

contest.

Hoyas are traveling to New York
this weekend for the tournament.
Win, lose or draw, they’ll know
Georgetown was there!!

One of the most unusual events

of the whole tournament occured
in the G.U., Depaul game when
6’8” Hoya star, Johnny Mahnken,
fouled out in the last quarter with
still ten minutes left in the game.
Coach Elmer Ripley gave the sign
to second stringer Hank Hyde to
go in and cover towering George
Mikan. Hyde had spent most of
the season on the bench, but had
also played against Mikan in high
school, and he possessed the necessary height to cover Mikan. In
the remaining ten minutes of the
game, Hyde stole the ball away
from
Depaul
several
times
and
dumped it into the bucket for a
Hoya tally. At the same time, he
held Mikan down to a minimum of
scoring. Georgetown
went on to
win the game and meet Wyoming
in the finals.
Other members of the famous
G.U. squad in ’'43 were forward
Lloyd
Potolicchio,
Billy
Hasset,
Danny Kraus, Frank Finnerty, Bob
Duffy (also first string full back
on the football team), and Danny
Gabranelli.
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Hitchcock Film Scores Again
by Bob Marker
When one sees the name of Alfred Hitchcock connected
with a movie, it automatically is transformed into a sure
classic. Such a presentation is currently playing downtown
this week, and the critics all agree that this is certainly a
must for movie-goers.
“I Confess” is the story of a
Catholic priest in Quebec who
hears the confession of a murder by his house man, and
then is accused of the crime
himself. Evidence keeps piling up
until the civil authorities are forced
to bring the young priest to trial.
Bound by the strict secretiveness of
the confessional, Fr. Logan (played
by Montgomery Clift) is unable to
reveal what he knows to be the
truth. To top it all off, the real
murderer
testifies
under
oath
against the accused priest.
The
testimony of Clift’s chilhood sweetheart (Ann Baxter) only serves to
implicate him deeper, and although
the verdict is not guilty, due to insufficient evidence, the city of Quebec (which seems to have turned
out in toto for the trial) is far from
being convinced of the priest’s innocence.
In the eyes of the law,
he’s a free man; to his own conscience, he is innocent;
but his
superiors and parishioners are convinced that he is most unworthy of
the priesthood. What happens after
the trial can’t be revealed here,
but we’ll assure you that it is the
most scintillating and heart-rendering action seen on the screen in a
long time.
The entire movie was filmed on
the spot, in the city of Quebec,
which adds all the more to Hitchcock’s spectacular ability for stark
realism.
The quaint French-Canadian settings present a welcome
change from the multi-million dollar Roman coliseums or the plush
Park Avenue apartments.
Montgomery
Clift appeared as
much at home in a long black cassock as he did in a hitchiker’s
leather jacket in A Place in the
Sun. Evidently the perfect cast for
a quiet unassuming individual, Clift
seems
to utter surprisingly few
words in the course of the picture.
It is rather everyone else’s garrulous testimony that gets him in hot
water.
Ann Baxter, who has played a
wide variety of roles in her career,
assumes the role of the “woman” in
the suspenseful plot. The fact that
she had been in love with Clift
even after his entry into the priesthood, provided a perfect motive for
his accused crime. It seemed that
everytime she said something during the course of the picture, it
implicated the good father more
and more.
Perhaps one of the greatest impressions that Hitchcock put across
to his audience (whether he meant
to or not) was the fact that a priest
is a human
being like everyone
else. He, too, possesses virtues and
vices like any other mortal, but by
the very nature of his life, is bent
upon suppressing the vices and developing the virtues.
Don’t miss I Confess. It’s something that doesn’t come along every
day!

Coffee Stimulates
A Balanced View
Drinking

to

be

a

and

talking

traditional

seem

sport

around Georgetown. The only
trouble is that there seems to
be a tint of difference in taste
as to the potency used in this sport.
Last Tuesday, a group gathered and
sipped coffee while talking about
our discipline system.
Fr.
Rock
had
the
dubious
pleasure
of answering
questions
about the disciplinary system and
other aspects of Georgetown life.
In an unrestrained atmosphere the
group discussed Georgetown
and
some of its problems, and left the
discussion with a more balanced
view of the University. This very
interesting “coffee hour” provided
explanations for some of the emotionally-viewed regulations
abundant on campus.
For once, speculation was not
in order, being replaced by information,
and the administration’s
actual feelings towards some
of
our problems was presented.
The
information supplied, followed up
with explanations, insisted upon a
better founded
opinion
of these
problems. This “coffee hour” gave
both sides of the picture, which is
always a healthy situation, and by
its open discussion stimulated a
healthier attitude all around.
Interestingly enough, the Dean
might be present at the next session and he should have answers
that are easily worth attending.

HOYA

This month one of Georgetown’s
outstanding
1a ndmarks, Healy Clock, has its
65th anniversary.
Although
it is known
internationally
for its accuracy of movement, few
of our own students know the history of this remarkable timepiece.
Healy Clock was created by the
Seth Thomas Company for the university and was installed March
15, 1888.
It was perched in the
long Flemish
spire
of the new
Healy building. For the benefit of
those last minute class-goers, the
clock has two different faces: one
facing east toward the Capitol, the
other West toward the Quadrangle.
Each face is six feet in radius and
each wooden hand is five feet long.
The great pendulum weighs five
hundred pounds. A piece of steel
four inches by four inches with the
thickness of a newspaper page is
caught between two jaws on one
end, and regulates the swing of
the pendulum on the other end.
This piece of steel has remained
intact for more than six decades,
bending each way thirty times a
minute.
Brother Ramage, S.J., wound the
clock by hand
from
1888 until
1931,
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Sir Leslie pointed out at the
beginning that the two Cardinals differ in both class and
education. Also, he noted that

the two were not on speaking
terms and that they met only twice,
with great embarrassment. There
were
frequent
disagreements
among them on almost everything
except creed, he remarked.
Cardinal Manning
had a very
brilliant future planned for him
in the Church of England; some
even foresaw that he would
be
Archbishop of Canterbury.
However, this brilliant man gave up
these plans and entered the Catholic Church in April, 1852. After
ten weeks of study, he was ordained
a priest, an event that upset conservative Catholics. His work with
the sick become well-known;
he
sent nuns to minister to wounded
soldiers during the Crimean War.
Also, in the field of labor, Manning
was the one who settled the great
London Dock strike of 1889 when
everyone else had failed. The culminating point in his life came
when he saw Leo XIII’s encyclical
“Rerum Novarum’ contain many of
his ideas. Sir Leslie emphasized
that many of his views have since
been implanted into the American
Churches.
Cardinal Newman, on the other
hand, had first attracted the English people by his oratory. He was
one of the founding members of
the Oxford
Movement,
a group
which was dedicated to the task of
reviving early Church customs to
the Church
of England.
While
studying earlier heresies, he was
convinced
that the Anglican
Church was just another heresy;
but it took several years for him to
join the Church. Newman was to
meet many failures in his life. He
was
unsuccessful
in founding
a
University in Ireland, and he did
not realize his ambition to set up
a Catholic College at Oxford. Manning, who had received his Cardinal’s hat before Newman, tried to
have Newman’s hat deferred because of a petty rule. Newman said
later that if he had received the

Shane

E Bolge
ute

Leslie

hat sooner, he thought he coull
have been able to accomplish mor
than he did.
Sir Leslie
skillfully presen
these two men’s lives with lucidif
Having been familiar with the

6

The
Placement
Department of
the University announced that representatives from major companies
will be on campus
to interview
Georgetown men on the following

informative

and

entertaining.

Georgetown Card
Greeting

cards

styled

to

taste of college men and bold]
emblazed with the name of Georg
town are now on sale exclusive
at
Sugar’s
Drug
Store.
Thes|
cards, which are styled for eve
occasion, are the creative han
work of Barbara Loveday and ha
only recently been offered for sa
to Georgetown students. The s
cess of these unique greeting car!

on Ivy League campuses and il
other colleges would seem to ind
cate that they will soon

be a Hoj' |

favorite.
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1 Bolger Gives First 1,000 Point 34 Rated On
Ball To Harbin Trophy Room Dean's List

rhall
This week the Senior Class was presented with its second
vefore | gift towards the Harbin Memorial Trophy Room. Bill Bolhe re. ger, the first Georgetown basketball player ever to score
ecture 1,000 points, donated for display the ball which was pre-

e could
sh more
esentel
lucidity

| sented to him by the University in recognition of his outstanding contribution to
standing
presentation, the
Class

Georgetwon
Sposito,

athletics.

Senior

Class

Bob

presi-

Ident and official custodian of
3
|: >

| the prized

gift, stated

Bolger’s classmates
Lue in proportion

that if

would contribto Bill’s out-

would have no difficulty in meeting
its goal of donating the best Senior
Gift ever given to the school.
It is precisely Bolger and the
other
outstanding
athletes
and
teams in Georgetown’s history that
the room is meant to honor. Many
of these, such as Capozzoli, LaPierre, Sullivan and the two-mile
relay team, have been contemporaries and friends of the ’53-ers.
The room is also intended as a
memorial for the late Dr. George
H. Harbin, founder of the Harbin
Loan Fund and establisher of the
$10,000 scholarship to benefit
Georgetown students who have a
vocation for the priesthood. It enjoys the special advantages of being a tangible gift easily admired
by students, alumni and visitors
alike.
The first gift in kind toward the
Trophy Room was a beautiful Phillipine Mahogany table, unofficially
estimated at a value of about $750.
It was presented to the Gift Committee by the University last Fall.

Preping For The

Blossoms

| DON OUGH]

Fl
: |r ml

The Dean’s List, long emblemmatic
of scholastic excellence, was emblazoned with
the names of 34 students of
the College who reached that

Ee

ve 4]

coveted position by virtue of outstanding academic achievements.
Students receiving First Honors
with straight “A’s” are:
John
Richard
Agnew;
James
Alexander;
Robert
L.
Callahan;
Anthony F. Essaye; Louis J. Glekas; Eugene M. Grimmig; Patrick
J. Head; Austin A. Herr, Jr; John
A. Kennedy, Jr; Frank J. Kernan;
Werner J. Kronstein; Joseph G.
Meehan;
James E. Mulligan, Jr;
Leo J. O’Donovan, III; John H.
Robb;
Anthony
E.
Santaniello;
Michael W. J. Shea; and Paul E.
Troy.
Those receiving Second Honors
with a straight “A” average with
the exception of one “B” are as
follows:

Berardi

George R. Blakley; Richard W.
Bourbon; William E. Breidenbach;
Ralph M. Costello; Arthur H. de
St. Maurice; Richard E. Fitzgerald;
Francis J. Heck; Leonard A. Knavish; Gerry J. Martin; John M.
Meighan; Thomas P. Nowalk; Harlan S. Parks;
James
A. Ruppe;
John F. Simonds; Joseph L. Wahler; and Robert E. Welch.

“He’s an alumnus . . . claims he buried a case
’47 and no one told him about the new gym.”
Plans for this huge undertaking
have been headed by Leo J. Carrigan of the College, and Bill Jacobs
of The School of Foreign Service.
Bob
Sullivan will supervise the
dance, Tom Early is in charge of
the banquet.
Harry Noonan and
Sid Stoldt round out the full committee.

33 Colleges Set

as both

Representatives

from

SUBS,

33

The

More Named
ROTC Honor
|

Six

more

Distinguished

Military Students were apJointed last week to the Army
Reserve Training Corps at
Georgetown by Lt. Col Roy
i. Kessler.
They are:
Robert Lee Callahan
Michael Frederick Craig
Charles Michael Foster, Jr.
William Richard Gleason, Jr.
Charles Edward Hoffert
Robert Francis Rogers
These students were

‘their

outstanding

selected

qualities

for

of

Designation as a Distinguished Mil-

en-

ibles the cadet to apply for a comlission in the Regular Army.
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Shop

the debaters,
from
Army, Navy, Princeton, and Fordham, will begin festivities with the
initial rounds of the tournament.
That evening they will attend a
banquet in Maguire Dining Hall.
The final rounds of the tournament
will be followed by a dance Friday evening.

Sullivan, Stoldt, Early, Carrigan, Jacobs

ETC.

Georgetown

fifth annual Cherry Blossom Debate tournament, and vie for the
highly coveted John J. Toohey trophy.
Princeton
University
has
taken the award for the past two
years, and should they win again,
the trophy will be retired.
In addition, gold gavels will be
awarded to the four teams which
participate in the final round of
the seven round debate.
The topic to be debated this year
will be: Resolved: That the Federal Government
should
pass a
compulsory
Fair
Employment
Practices Act.
Thursday

in

to the Great

flock to the Hilltop
next
Thursday to participate in the

‘| including

here
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Always

leading colleges and universities all over the nation will

Te
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Rams Fail to Revive From Bolger, Gigante From The Sidelines . . .
Scoring Sprees as Beins Controls Boards
by Tommy Doyle
High-scoring
Bill
Bolger
and
hustling
Lou
Gigante
joined forces in a “Mutt and
Jeff” routine which left Fordham’s
Rams
anything
but

Bill Bolger and Joe Carroll plead with Fordham

Swimmers End Season with
-Win—=CU.: Loss— W&M
The rampaging Hoya swimming team copped a decisive
victory from Catholic University and dropped a heartbreaker to the Norfolk division of William and Mary this weekend.
The Catholic Univ. meet was the mermen’s from the very
start. The
taking an

event.

300 yd. Medley Relay
easy first in this

This was followed

by

a first and third in the 50 yd.
freestyle and a first and second in the 100 yd. freestyle.
Mullen then came through with a
first in the back stroke event and
McDonald and Garrity again starred in the distance events as they
have done throughout the entire
season.
The William and Mary meet was,
however a different story with the
Hoyas dropping their third meet
of the season. The 300 yd. Medley
Relay team was just touched out in
the last yard of their event. Then
Rowan put the Hoya back in the
meet with a solid first in the 50 yd.
freestyle. After being shut out in
the backstroke event the mermen
again came back strong with a second and a third in the 100 yd.
freestyle and De Massi followed
this with a second in diving, while
McDonald and Garrity took a first
and second
style event.

in the 440 yd. freeHowever,
these fine

GEORGETOWN
ELECTRIC
Co.
Everything
Supplies

Electrical
&

Repairs

DU. 7-4646
125-07 Wisconsin

Ave.

team

started

things

off by

team efforts were not quite enough
and the mermen were nosed out by
swimmers from William and Mary
in the hardest fought meet of the
entire season.
This marks the end of the regular season for the swimmers with
a
possibility
that
the
mermen
might participate in the postseason
A.A.U. meets, to be held sometime
in March.

Hoyas Humble
St. Joe's, 73-64
Twelve

heads

turned

atten-

tively to their coach for pregame instructions and heard
these words: “I just received
word from school that we are
being considered for one of the
remaining
berths
in
the
NIT.
Show me just how much you’d like
to go to New York.”
With
these words, the twelve
eager athletics rushed through the
door and proceeded to whip St.
Joseph’s by a score of 73-64. The
Hoyas
wasted
no
time
getting
started as they hopped off to a six
point lead. In the third quarter,
the Hoyas pulled away and successfully staved off a last period
rally by the Hawks.
Lou
Gigante
paced the
Hoya
scorers with 20 points as he was
the “payoffend”
of a successful
fast break battery with Hugh Beins
doing most of the pitching.
Bill
Bolger added 17 to hike his varsity total to 1026. Ed Garrity led
the Hawks with 23 and Jim
mond chipped in with 16.

Des-

amused.
As 3400 Hoya partisans
roared their approval, the towering Senior and the scrappy Junior tallied 41 points between them
to lead Georgetown to a 74-63 upset over the N.C.A.A. tournamentbound New Yorkers.
Themselves hopeful of an N.L.T.
bid, the inspired Hoyas jumped off
to early leads of 7-0, 10-1, and 2512. However the Rams opened the
second quarter with a tighter defense which slowed the Jeanettemen, and by halftime were trailing
by only 6 points, 30-24.
The visitors continued to press
Georgetown
in the third period,
coming
within
4 points
of the
Hoyas on three different occasions.
However Gigante then went on a
set-shooting
spree
to loosen
up
Fordham’s tight defense and enable his team mates to pull away.
A 26 point fourth quarter wrapped
up the game and the N.LT. invitation for the Hilltoppers.
Gigante,
Bolger,
and
Hugh
Beins, whose backboard work was
instrumental in Georgetown’s victory, received thunderous applause
when they left the floor late in
the game.
Bolger, who before the game had
been presented the ball with which
he scored his 1000th point, again
led
the
Hoya
“bucket
brigade”
with 23 points. He was followed by
Gigante with 18 and Bill Wolfer
with 10. Center Ed Conlin topped
Fordham with 21 points.

|

It’s the N.I.T. at last that has crowned the accomplishments of Coach :
Buddy Jeanette and his rampaging Hoyas. With the inspiring words of | =
“it’s all up to you, BOYS!!” in Philadelphia a week ago Wednesday | Tol
night, the tension kept mounting with every bounce of the ball. The Vl
stage was set before 3400 spectators and from the Hoya’s viewpoint, |
the curtain raiser didn’t give them very much to cheer about. The
crowd sat for several minutes with bated breaths as a pre-game cere |
(
mony honored Bill Bolger for his season’s brilliance and then . . . the |
beginning of the end for an N.C.A.A. bound Fordham, team. The rest |
as you well know by now is on the lips of every one of those 3400 on
(
lookers and the sports pages of every local paper.
|
. . . The basketball team experienced a new twist at the half time of |
the Fordham game as Jack Walsh, sports writer for the Post, stoodin
the background of the locker room and noted the choice bits of instruc |
tions that coach Jeanette dealt to his charges . . . Besides the NIT |
bid, the Hoya also received another to return to Boston for another
post-season tournament.
At this moment ballots are being accepted
for the schools’ preference . . . Is there some doubt? . . . The bel
buster of the season came when a “release” was delivered to the GU. |
athletic office from the sports department of Holy Cross.
On this |
“release” Holy Cross picked the ten best Catholic ball players in each
of the five districts and to the surprise of many not one Hoya plage |
made the list or even an honorable mention . . . Sounds like sour
grapes!! . . . As a rebuttal to the article in “The Journal” entitled!
“Sports Page” it seems that the page more ravaged than anything els
is that of the sheet containing the cross-word puzzle. So in the next
student poll you will know what to pick as the All-American sport.

LaPierre Third
in K. of C. Meet;

Sowa

Injured

Bad
news
hit
track team once

week when

the
Hoya
again last

it was announced|

that
sterling
quarter-miler
Frank Sowa will be out of action indefinitely. Frank pulled, for
the fourth time, that troublesome
muscle in his right leg and his injury forced the withdrawal of the
Hoya one mile relay team in last
Saturday’s
final track
and
field
meet of the 1953 indoor season at
Madison Square Garden, the New
York K. of C. games.
The Georgetown entry was cut
to two.
Joe LaPierre
gave
the
double mile whirl and was beaten
by Horace Ashenfelter and Germany’s five thousand meter Olympic representative, Herbert Schade,
Ash won the race in 8:57.6 and Joe
was about 45 yards back in third.
Ray Brophy was the only other
Hilltop representative. Ray, off to
a beautiful start in the 60 yard
highs,
tripped
over
the
third
hurdle and was forced to quit. His
event went to “Bones” Dillard, as
usual.

Jack McFadden, Allie Ritzenberg, and Jack Frisby
Of the many

athletes that have
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Tim Tobin, as yet an unheralded swimmer, has been consistent! ag e
winning his events which goes to prove the old parody “The hardet | Jear’s
he works, the luckier he gets.” Keep
have noticed the overflow entourage

up the good work, Tim! . . . If yu Beem
on the tennis courts, it is becaus is suc

Coach “Allie” Ritzenberg has all intentions of following the
ways of other Hoya sportsmen . . . For an exciting half hour

winning they +
of gre! Vester

tennis, an invitation is extended to all to watch, Messrs. Von Urft al evel,
Valenti

in a singles

match

on

the

“soft

wood”

could very well be the pre-lim to the nationals
ranked in foregone days.
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from

the heights of notariety, the name of Joe Carroll joins the ranks wil
each game. Originally a football player, Joe has divided his talents inf
two other major sports. Besides being on the first five of the N.IL'
bound Hoyas, he also will be hustling for the starting berth at thir
base for “the Judgemen” this coming season . . . With the K. of (|
meet in Madison Square Garden last Saturday, the Sevignemen e¢
changed an “Amen” to the indoor track world and an “Ave” to the
coming outdoor season. With the approach of the “cinder” aces tl)
times will be noticeably shortened and thus the hopes and prayers
Capozzoli and
Company will be directed at the records which bar th
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